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DYNAMIC INVESTMENT STRATEGIES FOR INFORMATION
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Anitesh Barua

Graduate School of Industrial Administration
Carnegie-Mellon University

ABSTRACT
This paper presents an analytical model for choosing optimal investment schedules for the development
of new systems under various types of risk. Two modes of risk reduction are considered. In the first
mode, risk is reduced by gathering information through prototype building or sequential development,

where risky parameters are assumed to have unknown but fixed values. The second mode involves an
increase in systems development and usage skills through experience and learning, which may reduce
the development cost and increase the acceptance of the system among the potential users. The second
mode of risk reduction changes the true values of the parameters.

Starting with a conceptual multi-dimensional framework for analyzing systems risk, a dynamic decisiontheoretic model for guiding the investment process is developed. The model specifies the level of
investment in development activities at any stage, depending on the information gathered from prototypes or parts of the actual system developed to that point. Some properties of global and myopic
investment policies are derived. The sensitivity of the level of investment to the accuracy of information is characterized.

Experience and learning effects are considered in a simple two-period setting, where familiarity with
the development process in the first period reduces the cost of developing the remaining part of the
system in the second period. Extensions, testing, and implementation of the model are discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the systems development studies advocate the use

of prototyping instead of the classical approach. Unfor-

One of the most important problems confronting both
practitioners and researchers in the domain of information

tunately, these studies do not provide a theory for reducing

systems today is systems development. Estimates show

overview of the literature reveals that there is no objective

development risk through prototyping.

Thus, a brief

that IS and new information technology investments

basis for making investment decisions for systems

constitute almost 50 percent of capital investment by major
firms in the United States ofAmerica (Kriebel 1986). Yet,

development. Also, issues related to the choice of systems
development modes have been treated in a rather ad hoc

developing a new system often involves many problems,
including significant cost overruns, delayed completion and

manner in the literature, without much theoretical support.

deviation from the desired functionality. Typically, at the
beginning of a development project, there is a high degree
of risk associated with the development cost and
subsequent usage and profitability of the proposed system.
From an economic standpoint, there is clearly a need for

This paper presents a dynamic decision-theoretic tool for
guiding investment in new systems development in the
presence of risky success parameters. Two modes of risk
reduction are considered. The first is "passive" and in-

a model that can guide the investment/development
process in the presence of these risky parameters and

volves information gathering through prototyping or
sequential development. The second mode may be called
"active" and involves improvement of development and

thereby avoid the problems. mentioned above.

usage skills through experience.

The increase in skills

A review of the pertinent literature reveals two broad

reduces the development cost and increases the acceptance

categories of research.1 project cost/resource estimation
and systems development modes. Project cost/resource
estimation studies are extremely important because they
provide ways for estimating resource requirements for

of the system among potential users. Realistically, at the

beginning of a project, the values of relevant success
parameters, such as development cost and level of system

usage, are not known to the manager. As development

systems development. They do not, however, specify any

activities progress, some information on these parameters

policy that the development manager can use in making
investment decisions. Also, they do not consider the de-

becomes available. Simultaneously, there is a learning
effect in terms of increased skills of the development
personnel and the potential users: This reduces the

grec of the manager's confidence in the estimation process.
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Total profitability, P, may be written as P(,,u). For simplicity, let P(1,11) = ,u. This assumption implies that the
profitability increases linearly with system use. As seen
later, this assumption of functional form is not crucial for
the model.

, development cost and also the risk of rejectiod by users.
In this paper,'the "active" and "passive" modes will be dis-

cussed separately.
The model presented in this paper has-the potential for
providing a theory-based method for determining the iii- .
vestment schedule of a proposed development project. It
should also augment the current understanding of some

Determining the profitability of an IS has remained a
challenge to researchers for many years. Significant progfess, however, in determining the economic impacts of
Information Technology investment has been recently

economic issues related to prototyping and classical deve-

lopment approaches. However, it should be mentioned
that the model is not complete in its present form. The

made by Kauffman and Kriebel (1988a, 1988b) and Banker

section on evelopment skills needs to be enhabced. Also,
the two risk reduction modes need to be integrated. Plans
for enhancements are'outlined jn h separate section.

and Kauffman (1988): Their research indicates that it is
. currently possible to assess the profitability of investments
in Information Systems. But, in the present context, the

·

manager does not know the true, values of , and u: At

Section 2 presents a coliceptual framework for assessing
the risk associated with a' proposed system. The choice
of development modes under· various types of risk arec
discussed in Section 3. The optimal policy for prototype
building is derived in Section 4. Section 5 outlines the .

best, he 6r she can have some crude estimates at the be-

ginning of the project.

'Development' cost, , Cd; is dependent on several factors,

and learning effects re considered in Secticin 6. Sections

including. system functidnality, desired project duration,
technical expertise and experience. While dealing with
information gathering techniques, it is assumed that the

7 and 8 deal,with model enhancements and implementa-

true (unknown) development cost and operational feasi-

optimal policy for · sequential development. Experience

bility are fixed for a given project. In section analyzing of

tion issues. Section 9 contains concluding remarks.

learning/experience effects, this assumption is relaxed, and
the impact of the initial investment level on the total deve-

lopment cost is investigated.
2.

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF SYSTEMS

rRISK

As indicated above, very rarely does the systems development manager know the true values ofs, u and C at the

Research on systems development modes has not addressed the issue of systems risk in an explicit manner.

beginning of a project. Actually, the manager may not
know the true value of, at the end, either. Therefore, .
according to this model, risk may be present in one or

However, it is' evident that the investment pattern should
be heavily dependent on the type and "amount" of systems
risk. Therefure, first it is necessary to identify the relevant

more of these three factors. This distinction is important,
because it suggests different development modes and investment strategies under different types of risk.

parameters with which systems development risk and success may be associated. Caution must be exercised in this
choice, because the model may become unduly complex,

-

due to the identification of too many parameters. The
level of the parameters must be sufficiently high to be

3.

meaningful in terms of investment decisions. Three key
factors with which systems risk and success may be associated are technological profitability, operational feasibility,

DEVELOPMENT MODES AND RISK REDUCTION

Prototyping and the classical development cycle are two
broad development strategies that have been discussed in
the literature. In this paper, a prototype system is considered to be a small-scale version of the real system. It

and development cost:3

Technological piofitability, r, of a proposed system (with

has some of the characteristics of the final system and can

certain functional characteristics) is the increase in cash
flow resulting from the use of the system. For a given
context of use, this profit depends on the system functionality and assumes that the system is used by 100 percent
« of the target population.

be modified or enhanced to provide the desired features.

It is assumed that prototyping is strictly an information
gathering activity, and that prototypes are discarded once
the testing is over. Development of the real system starts
after the prototypes have been discarded. Admittedly, a

prototype can become a final system, but such a case
Operational feasibility, u, is the level of system use by the
target population. It depends on system functionality and
the experience level of the users. u may be normalized
with respect to the target population to indicate the actual
. « + .user fraction. Thus, a normalized operational feasibility

should more appropriately be termed as evolutionary or

The classical mode proceeds with the development of the
actual system from a set of requirement specifications.

value of 1 implies that the ·system is used by 100 percent

However, the commitment of resources may take various

of the target population.

forms. At one extreme, there is the single-shot or "rifle"

heuristic development.
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approach (Elam 1980), involving a total. commitment at

the beginning of the project. At the other extreme, the

manager may commit minimal resources and make further
commitments as more information becomes available. Intuitively speaking prototype building appears to be an
appropriate development mode when there is risk in technological profitability or operational feasibility. When a
prototype is delivered to the potential users, some information (although imperfect) about the technological pro-

technology also

depend

From the modifying/enhancing stage · onward, the mana- j

in stage n, making modification/enhancement costs prohibitive.
'
4.1 M,del Assumptions

information about the unknowns, f and u, since the users
cannot put the system to use. But the prototype does give

1

a good indication of the development cost and-complexity

2.

and personnel time, required for its completion.

The

values of these variables can then be combined to obtain

an estimate of the associated development cost. Similarly,

a prototype, after being tested by potential users, may
reveal difficulties of use, lack of user skills, and inadequate

performance measures, such as turnaround time and
reliability. From this data, a manager may be able to

Since a prototype provides some information on A
and/or.u, it is conceptually equivalent to an information structure: Thus, any prototype induces a partition of·the state space of operational .feasibility and/
or technological profitability, This enables one to
associate a "likelihood function" with a prototype. The manager's confidence in the information obtained from
prototypes is encoded in this function.

associated with the proposed system. Due to its relatively
small size and scale of operation, a prototype may not
provide much information about the complexity and the
cost of the real system. Thus, when there is risk in the
development cost, a sequential development mode is
probably more informative than building prototypes, except
for small systems.

may provide information on resources, such as computer

familiarity of ihe

ger is confronted with the problem of choosing the prototype size and functionality. The.options at any stage n
depend upon the manager's choice of the n-1 prototype,
· because the latter can render some alternatives infeasible

fitability and operational feasibility is obtained. On the
other hand, an actual unfinished system, resulting from a
sequential development strategy, does not furnish much

It is important to note that prototyping and sequential
development provide information on x, u; and Q only
through several intermediate variables. For example,
developing a fraction of the system in the sequential mode

on 'the

development personnel with the technology.
.

For a sequence of prototypes {hi, hz;··· , it is assumed
that hi f ih2 6 i1··, where " <i"stands for "no more in-

formative". In this contexC informativeness is determined by Blackwell's (1953) sufficiency criteria. This

assumption is realistic because the information derived
from a prototype is not lost when a subsequent
prototype is built. hi is a refinement of 1,1, and is
obtained thrqugh modifications/enhancements of hi.t·
Thus, for any i, the state space. partition induced by
hi+lis finer than that induced by hp

In this paper, the optimal prototype-building policy considers risk in u. However, the analysis remains valid eveit

obtain imperfect estimates of the operational feasibility of

when there is risk in x. Let U = [0,1] denote the set of

the final system.

normalized operational feasibility values. Some definitions

related to partitions of U are necessary before another

4.

related assumption is stated. While these definitions refer
to U as a continuous set, they apply to discrete sets as well.

PROTOTYPE BUILDING POLICY

Definition 1: A sub-interval of U is called "all-favorable"

In this section, a dynamic policy for choosing the prototype

building schedule for a proposed system is developed. In
general, the implementation.of the policy results in a
sequence of prototypes. Initially, the manager has to
choose the prototype building technology and the"size" and
functionality of the first prototype. Note that a given set
of functional specifications crudely defines the size of the

(or all-unfavorable) if the proposed system should bo deve
loped (or abandoned) for any u in that sub-interval. A
"mixed" sub-interval is one that is neither all-favorable nor

all-unfavorable.
There may be some threshold value of u above which it is

prototype. However, the converse is not true, since
different functional features may be feasible fur a fixed

optimal to build the system. This implies that the total /
profitability just equals the development cost for this·

size. In this context, technology refers to prototyping tools
and their supporting environments. Different technologies
may result in different costs for building a prototype with

'/

threshold value of u. For illustration, let this value be .5.
Then the sub-intervals [0,.5] and (.5,1] are all-unfavorable

and all-favorable respectively. [.25,.75] is an example of a
mixed sub-interval
·

a set of functional specifications and modifying/enhancing
an existing prototype. For example, 4GL-based tools have
been found to be particularly suitable · for the rapid
development and modification of prototypes. Nevertheless,
the development and modification costs for a given

Definition 2: A partition {u=} of U is called the "actionrelevant" partition if each sub-interval of the partition is
either all-favorable or all-unfavorable.
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c

The name is derived from the fact that once this partition
is achieved, only one action (i.e., either develop or aban-

The variable vi is the value associated with prototype 4
It depends on the possible values of lr, u and Cd and on

don) is optimal for all values in any sub-interval of the
partition. In the above example, {[O,.5],(.5,11} is the least
refined action-relevant partition of U. It is assumed that

the "informativeness" of hi as encoded in the conditional

probability density 0(uleD. Thevariable v.is the expected
payoff without building any prototypes and is given by

in any sequence of prototypes, there is a prototype 4 that

induces the action-relevant (or finer) partition. If n > 1,
then the partition induced is finer than the action-relevant

max {0, f ,ruf(u) - Cd ·
U€U

partition. This concept is used later to derive an important
property of prototype sequences.

3.

The value of G is the expected payoff from choosing an
action after an estimate of u is made. Define 64+1 - Vi+1
. v*, which is the incremental value of building hi+1, given
that hi has already been built. Note that this is the ex ante
incremental value, since no estimate has yet been received
from 4. The ex post incremental value of building h +1,
given that some estimate ei has been received from hi, is

If the prototype sequences {hl, hu} and h2 are such
that h12 - hD then cl + cl,2 = CD where ci is the cost
of building h„ i = l, 2, and c,2 is the incremental cost
of building h,D when ht has already been developed.
Note that h12 is obtained through modifications/enhancements of hi·

denoted by 6vi+1(eD.

4.2 Notation

Definition 3: A feasible prototype hi is one for which 6v
> 0.

Let {ei} = Ei be the information set of hi. In the present
context, ci is an estimate of ir or u, after the prototype hi
has been built. For risk in u, let 0(ei I u) denote the probability of the estimate being equal to ei, given that u is
the true operational feasibility. Let f(u) denote the prior
probability density function of the operational feasibility
states {u}. The marginal probability of e, is

p(ei) = f

Proposition 1:
finite.

Any sequence of feasible prototypes is

Proof

Let {hl, h2,···} be any sequence of prototypes. By assumption 2, there exists some prototype 4 in the sequence that

0(flu)f(u)

induces the action-relevant (or finer) partition of the state

U€U

space.

Then, 6vn+1

= Vn. 1 - vn - 0, since the next

prototype hn+1 does not provide any action-relevant information, although it induces a finer partition than h . The
ex post incremental value 6vn+1(eD can also be shown to
be equal to zero.

where the integral sign represents a general summation
operator and is valid for discrete sets as well. The condi-

tional probability density function of the operational feasibility u, given that an estimate ei has been obtained, is
given by

42.1

Implications of Proposition 1

a) Determining the optimal policy is considerably simpler

0(ule,) = 0(eil u)f(u)/p(ei)·

because of the finiteness property. Due to the depen-

dence of the value of information gathering at any

Let a€{a,d} be a decision variable, where a = "abandon
the project" and d = "develop the system: Let C be the
development cost of the system when it is known with

stage on the possible actions in subsequent stages, it

might have been rather difficult to find the optimal
policy for an unknown number of stages:

certainty. Define

Vi =

I

max

b) This proposition provides a stopping rule for drawing
the graph structure of the sequential prototyping
scheme: for any path, stop whenever a prototype
inducing the coarsest action-relevant (or finer) partition is encountered. The set of prototypes obtained
in this manner is called the initial feasibk set. This
does not imply that all the prototypes in this set are
actually developed. First, at any stage, some allfavorable or all-unfavorable estimate may be obtained,

[op(ei)1 - vo where 8

Cic Ei af € {a,d}

= 0 if a=a (if the project is abandoned)
-

whereby the ex post incremental values of the

J 1rut(ulei) - Cd ifa=d (if the system is developed).

remaining prototypes become zero. Secondly, the cost

U€U
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of prototyping which is considered in the optimal
policy in section 4.3, may eliminate some of the proto-

that can be built by starting with hi. The variable of #t is

types in the initial feasible set. Prototyping costs have
purposefully not been considered in determining the
initial feasible set. For obtaining this set, it may make

the expected payoff realized through the action taken at
the end of stage 1, depending on the estimate el· The
variable of 82 may be defined similarly for different values
of ap At the end of stage 1, the manager can abandon

incremental value, 64+1, is less than the incremental

the project (al = ai), develop the same (al = di), or
gather more information (al - gih For al = gl, the

intuitive sense to stop whenever the ex ante
cost, c,j+ t.

Unfortunately, this may not leal to the

optimum number of prototypes that are actually
developed.
This is because that the ex post
incremental value of a prototype, given that a certain
estimate has been obtained, may be greater than its

ex ante incremental value.

manager must evaluate the alternatives {hz}, assuming
that ht has already been developed. Thus, a recursive

relation is established for every path.

For a path terminating in the nth prototype,

en =
c)

0 if an = a,

Since the coarsest action-relevant partition involves

only two sub-intervals, a path probably does not contain more than four to six nodes (prototypes). Thus,

=

the overall structure is not very large.

xut(u len) - G if an = d,

U€U

Using proposition 1, the optimal prototyping policy can
be derived. There are three possible decisions at the end
of each stage: abandon the project, stop prototyping and
develop the system, and gather more information through

Since no more prototyping is economically feasible along
this path after stage n, gn is not an clement of the choice
set in stage n. At the beginning of stage 1, the prototype
with the highest path value is chosen. For any other stage

further prototyping.

i, if estimate ei is obtained at the end of i, then the
decision ai for stage i+ 1 is determined by calculating

43 Optimal Policy
Assume that the true operational feasibility of a proposed

max

system is not known with certainty. Let 0, be the action
taken at the end of stage i. The initial action ao denotes
the choice of the first prototype. This action is taken at

ai€{*,di,&}

the end of stage 0, which may be considered as the
planning stage. For choosing the first prototype, evaluate
is given by
max

el€El

I C.1,

S=1

At the end of stage i, the analysis is partially ex post with
respect to ei, because stages lthrough i are matters of the
past. Note that the sunk cost (represented by the second
term in the above expression) does not affect the decision
c,i. However, it is included in order to calculate the net
value at the end of any stage i.

the initial prototyping options hE {hl} as follows and build
the one with the highest net value. For any ht, the value

Vt =

i

[#il -

Ieip(ei)1 - Vo - ct

al£{at,dl,gl}

The interpretation of the policy is as follows. Building a
larger prototype (with more functional features) provides
more information on technological profitability or operational feasibility. At one extreme, the prototype may incorporate all the functions of the real system and thereby
provide accurate information on the parameters. However,

where 9 1 = 0 if al = a. (if the project is abandoned at the

end of stage 1, since the profitability of an abandoned
project is zero).

generally this alternative is economically infeasible,
=

U€U

especially when the initial risk is high. Under such conditions, there is a tradeoff between the level of investment
in prototypes and the accuracy of information obtained.
For a given degree of risk, as manifested in the prior distribution of the manager, the above policy determines the

1rut(u el) . c if at = di

optimal investment level in each stage.

(if the system is developed at the end of stage 1.)

=

max [ I
hz {h }

4€22

max

02p(e21 el)} - Cla

4.4 Delay Costs and Incremental Prototyping

a2£ a2'442

if ai = gl (i.e., if more information is gathered at the end
of stage 1). The variable V depends on the prototypes

To this point, no constraint has been placed on the time
taken to complete the prototypes. If delay costs are ab-
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sent (or not taken into account), then the development of

expected duration is obtained by using the probabilities of

prototypes becomes more gradual.

those estimates for which any path with hi as the first
prototype may be chosen. Since there is always a consi-

derable backlog of applications development in an IS department, the investment at any stage should be larger
than that determined by the optimal policy without delay

Proposition 2: Let {ht,h12} and h2 be two sequences such
that h12 = hz. Under risk, it is optimal to choose the first

. sequence, even if the opportunity cost of capital is zero.

-. costs.

Proof:

.

For opportunity cost of capital > 0, the result follows from

43 Myopic Investment Policy

the concept of time value of money. Lit this be equal to
zero. As before, let cl + ct,2 = ci. Let
u
[Bip(el)] - vo - ci
Vt =
I
max

Definition 4: A myopic investment policy with respect to
sequential prototyping is one that does not consider pro-

Cl€El

+

At any stage, a manager using a myopic investment policy

z

.

and

totyping options in the subsequent stages.

ate{at,(11,gl}

chooses an action as though the system is either developed
or abandoned at the end of the stage. A manager may

-

V2 =

I

02EE2

max

follow a myopic policy for several reasons. First, such a
policy is simple and does not require evaluation of the

Ie2pC©] - v0 - c2

at€{at,(11}

entire path. Secondly, the options in stage n may not be

,

fully known in stage n-1. This is often true if the proposed
systems or technologies are new to the firm.

The variable Vi is the net value associated with the sequence i, i = 1,2. The value Vi cannot be less than V
because the manager can always decide (beforehand) to
build h12, irrespective of the estimate .received from hl·
This option is considered in the calculation of Vt (through
gi). The two sequences are ex ante equivalent (i.e., V =
. V,), if for all el E El, the maximum value of 81 is given by

Proposition 3: Let the prototyping options differ only in
terms of their sizes, as in proposition 2. For stage 1, let
6vi - Co,1 be > 0 and maximum for the prototype that is
least costly (i.e., the smallest prototype). For any stage i
> 1 and any mixed estimate ei, let 6vi+i(ei) - ci.,+1 be > 0

-

and maximum for the smallest prototype in stage i + 1.

I

. max

- e12EE12

'

812P(e12 let)] - Cll

Under these conditions, a myopic, global policy results in
the same sequence of prototypes.

.

Cil€ {82,du

Proof:
However, there is at least one all-favorable or all-unfavor-

'

able estimate in El· For such an estimate, the maximum
value of el corresponds to at.= di or at• Thus, Vt > V2
and {hl,h12} is preferred to h2. This may be generalized
to sequences of arbitrary length.

Since the prototypes differ only in terms of their size, the

global policy invests in the smallest prototype at each stage,
according to proposition 2. With a myopic strategy, the
,first prototype is the one corresponding to
max

4.4.1

Implications of Proposition 2

[

h<{ht}
=

For a given technology and a set of functional features, if
the prototyping options at any stage differ only in terms
of size, as in the two sequences in proposition 2, then the
manager is better off by committing a smaller amount of
resources at any given stage. This assumes that there is
no delay cost or time constraint. Generally, delay (opportunity) costs are incurred by the users of the system,
while the development manager may be from the IS de-

I

max

el,El al€{al,dt}

max

{ Gip(el)} - Co,t] - Vo

[6 vt -Co.11

h£{ht}
By hypothesis, this corresponds to the smallest prototype
in stage 1. If a mixed estimate is obtained at the end of
stage 1, the myopic policy still chooses the smallest prototype, since the incremental value is maximum for this action. By similar argument, the smallest prototype is chosen

partment in case of centralized development. Therefore,

according to the myopic policy, whenever a mixed estimate

the objectives of the two sides may not be fully compatible.

is obtained from the previous stage. Thus, the two policies

result in identical sequences.
When delay costs are present (or taken into account), the
4.5.1

optimal policy must be modified. For the initial action,
calculate Vi - I'(7) instead of just Vl where I'(r) is the

Implications of Proposition 3

Building larger prototypes may not always result in a proportionally larger "amount" of information. On the other

delay cost of T, the expected duration of prototyping with
hi as the first prototype. For a given graph structure, the
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f

hand, the cost of building prototypes increases proportionally with size. Under this condition, a larger prototype

A development team with higher skills may be able to

at any stage may result in an increase in value that is less
than the corresponding increase in cost. This corresponds

given cost.

develop prototypes with more functional features for a
Then with new technologies, prototypes in

later stages may be more accurate (informative) than the
initial ones. Whatever maybe the cause of an increase in
accuracy, the net effect of such an increase is a finer partition of U. A related proposition is stated next.

to the situation described in proposition 3, where the
smallest prototype at each stage results in the maximum
net value. Whether or not this is a general situation is an
empirical issue. For the present context, the implication

is that this situation ensures the optimality of a myopic
policy.

Proposition 5: The number of prototypes in the initial
feasible set may decrease (and cannot increase) with an
/

Proposition 4: If 6vi < co.1 for all prototypes in stage 1,
then no prototype is built according to a myopic policy.

increase in the accuracy of the estimates.

Proof:

However, a global policy may still build one or more prototypes under this condition.

Let {ht,12,··,hm} be a sequence of prototypes such that hn

Proof:

With an increase in accuracy, hn 1, which previously provided a partition coarser than that of h , may now induce
the action-relevant (or finer) partition. Under this condition, h does not remain feasible and is deleted from the

corresponds to the action-relevant (or finer) partition.
Since the myopic policy does not consider prototyping in
subsequent stages, the initial prototype, according to this
policy, corresponds to the maximum of 6 vt - co,1· If this
expression is negative for all prototypes in stage 1, then
no prototype is built, and an action is taken on the basis
of the null-system (with expected value vo).

The global policy, however, considers options in later
stages for making current decisions. Thus, if the ex post

incremental values of prototypes in later stages are significantlygreater than the correspondingincremental costs,

proposition is obvious.

While the initial feasible set reduces or stays the same
with an increase in accuracy, the number of prototypes
actually developed may increase. Consider a situation
where a mixed estimate el is received at the end of stage

1. If the cost of building a prototype in stage 2 is greater
than the corresponding value, then no prototype is deve-

then the overall value associated with a given path may be

loped, and an action is taken on the basis of el• Now
consider a learning/experience effect, which results in

positive, It may then be optimal to build prototypes with
the global policy.
4.52

initial feasible set. The proof of the second part of the

more accurate prototypes for the samE cost from stage 2
onwards. In the presence of such an effect, the new in-

Implications of Proposition 4

cremental value associated with a prototype in stage 2 may
exceed its cost, and therefore it may be optimal to gather

With new technologies, large initial investments may be
necessary in order to cover acquisition and learning/

more information through this prototype.

training costs. Also, due to lack of experience, the initial

served with new technologies.

This
phenomenon of gathering more information may be ob-

prototypes may not be very informative for a given cost.
Therefore, the initial prototyping activity may turn out to
be rather costly. At later stages, prototyping may not

5.

remain as costly as before due to an increase in skills and

SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

When a high degree of risk is associated with the development cost of a proposed system, it is important to ob-

the fact that the acquisition cost is incurred only at the
beginning. The myopic policy does not look beyond the
barrier created by the initial setup cost and lack of familiarity with the technology. In proposition 4, if vo = 0,
then the project is abandoned by the myopic policy.
However, through prototyping the global policy may find
the project to be a profitable one. In this case, there is a
possibility of abandoning a profitable project with a myopic policy. Of course, this situation should not arise with

tain information on the magnitude of the cost before
making a commitment to develop the system. For com-

plex systems, prototypes may not provide much information on development cost due to their relatively small scale

of operation. Under such situations, building a part of the
actual system may be more informative. This mode of
developing a fraction of the actual system and making
further commitments on the basis of the cost information

familiar technologies.

obtained is called seqi,ential development. The decision
variable related to this problem is the fraction of the

4.6 Sensitivity of Investment to Accuracy of Estimates

project that should be pursued at any given stage.

The accuracy of the estimates depends on the size and the

5.1 Optimal Sequential Development Policy

functionality of the prototypes. The investment policy
outlined in section 4.3 is sensitive to this accuracy. Ac-

Assume that the proposed system can be divided into n

modules numbered 1,2,...,n. Each module performs a set

curacy differences may be attributed to various reasons.
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of functions. The modules must be built in sequence. If

xi + x2

one or more module(s) is (are) built, then some information about the development cost of the other modules is
obtained. Building more modules at a time gives more
accurate information about the remaining modules. Let

I
i = X1 + 1

f
J

c iP(Cdi I el) (in all other cases).

Cdi c Ca

With these assumptions, there are initially n+ 1 options,

The value of el is a vector estimate (at the end of period
1) of the costs of the modules comprising the system. This
estimate is perfect for modules 1,2;-3" since these
modules have been completed by the end of period 1.

including that of not undertaking the project.

Let

The decision variables xi, x2 and x3 must satisfy the condi-

Xi E CO,1,...,n} be the decision variable at the beginning of

tions n-4-xi 20 and n-)6-Xz-xi 20· {el} = El and {02} =
E2 are determined by choices of x1 and x respectively.
For a time constraint of T periods, Ort is equal to

there be a time constraint of T periods. Also, assume that
the profitability of an incomplete system is zero.

the first period. If x,=i, then the first i modules are built
in period 1, 0 <i <n. Let {c ,} - Cdi be the set of costs

for module i over Ghich the manager may define a prior
distribution f(cdi).

Let p(cdile) denote the conditional

1

probability density of the true cost, given that an estimate

0-

e has been received. If xt = 0, then the net value realized

x
i=k

.

cdi,u di | .1 if 0 < XT < n-XT. 1-···-xl

Cdi f Ca

is also zero. The rest of the options in period 1 are
evaluated as follows:
If the system is not completed in the last period. The
max

0(4)' where ®(xi)

limits of the sum, k and 1, are given by

xi E {1,2,..,n}

T-1
= iru-

n

T

k=I xj +1, and l= I 3

j=1

Cdif(cdi) if xi = n
i= l

j=1

Cdi E (a

The first term of Or.1, with 0 < xr < n-4.1-···-xi, is equal
to zero, since the profitability of an incomplete system has
been assumed to be zero. Thus, the alternative 0 < xr <
n-4.1-···.xl is always dominated by xr = 0 and xr = n.4.

(if·the entire system is to be developed in one shot), with

expected cost of module i given by

-

1--:Xi· If estimate e, is obtained at the end of s, then 14+ 1

f

is chosen as follows:

j

C«if(Cd,). ' 1'

4

Cd'€(di '
max
XS+t€{0,···,n-Xs-···-Xt}

[O.1 -

X-

S

Cdip dile,)
i=l Cdi€ Cdi

Otherwise, ®txt)

=I

, max

et€El

[Oip(el)1.-

Xec{O,in-x }

As in the prototyping policy, note that the second term in

.xl -f
1

the above expression represents the sunk cost after s

J ' Cdif(Cd)

i=l (diE(di

.

periods and does not affect the decision 14+ , for period

+ S+ 1.

Qi = 0 M 32 = 0

6.

(if the project is abandoned at the end of period 1),

So far, risk reduction through sequential information
gathering has been considered. It was assumed that lr, u
and C had true values that did not change with an in-

= *11.

crease in development and usage skills. For new technologies and/or application systems, however, there is always

n

I

Ca¢E2

a considerable amount of learning on the part of

cdi'£(cdi I el) if xz = n-xl

i = X1 + l

=

EXPERIENCE AND LEARNING EFFECTS

development personnel, leading to an increase in development skills and a subsequent reduction in development

Cdi f di

max
]6€{0,1 p.,It-x2 Xl

cost. Similarly, with the prototyping approach, users gain
experience and skills through use of the prototypes. This

In21)(e21(1)] -

increases the acceptance of the final system. In this paper,
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only the increase in development skills is considered.

Proof

At the beginning of a project, if the manager decides to

Follows from the implicit function theorem.

build the entire system in a single pass, then he or she will
not be able to take advantage of the learning effect. If the

manager decides to build a fraction a (consisting of a
certain number of modules) initially, then the remaining
1-a fraction can be built with increased skills at a lower
cost. It is similar to writing small or medium-sized programs with a new language to gain familiarity with the
subtleties before undertaking a highly complex project. A
simple two-period setting is considered next.

Let computer time and development personnel time be
the only resources for development. Then the development cost is Cd = (K+P)t, where K and P are computer
and personnel cost per unit time respectively, and t is the
time taken to complete the project. This cost function
assumes that the personnel time is equal to the computer
time. The subsequent analysis is valid for other costs
functions as well. Let the time taken to develop fraction
y be given by ty = y[Lie*E + Li], where E is the experlence, measured by the time spent by development personnel with the technology; b is the learning rate; Li + 4

is the time taken to complete the project without any prior
experience; and 1-2 is the estimated minimum completion

6.1 Implications of Propositions 6 and 7
Propositions 6 and 7 indicate that the change in the optimal value of a with changes in b and L depends on
whether the original period-1 investment is greater than
.5. If two development teams 1 and 2, with learning rates
bl and b2 respectively (bl > b2), develop the same system
independently, and if it is optimal for team 1 to develop a

fraction o > .5 in the first period, then team 2 should
develop a fraction < a in period 1. A similar interpretation of proposition 7 may be given with respect to two
teams differing in development skills and hence in L, the
time taken to complete a given project without prior experience.

7.

MODEL ENHANCEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, the model presented in
this paper is not complete in its present form. The incompleteness is perhaps not very glaring, considering that it is

Let L = Lt + 4.

an attempt at formal modelling in an area that has

Some estimates of Li, 4 and b may be obtained from

primarily been dominated by rules of thumb. Enhancements and extensions of the basic model are discussed
below.

time with "considerable" experience.

data on previous projects undertaken by the IS
development personnel.

1.

In this paper, gathering information and increasing
skills through learning and experience have been
treated as being disjoint. These two issues need to
be integrated into a single coherent model.

2.

More often than not, projects are chosen from a port-

Leta be the fraction to be developed in the first period.
Then the total cost is given by Cd = (K+P)[aL + (1-

0)LiembL + (1-0)4]. From the first order condition, the
optimal a satisfies the equation

1 - (1-a)bI/'L - C.abL = 0

folio of interrelated projects. Under such conditions,
a project can no longer be considered in isolation from

the other items in the portfolio. The fact that the risk

associated with a project affects (and is affected by)

Note that since b or L 00, a 00,.5, or 1. The above
equation can be solved numerically to find the optimal a.

other projects has to be incorporated in the model.
3.

The model developed in this paper deals with a single

IS with a given set of functional characteristics. Quite
often, system functionality may take a range of values,
and the most profitable combination may not be
known at the outset. An important extension of the

Proposition 6: If the learning rate increases, ceteris paribus, then the investment in the first period decreases if

the original a > .5. If in(1-0) - In(a) > abL, then the
initial investment increases.

model is to include this feature in the optimal
development policy.

Proofi

4.

Typically, managers use heuristics for managing the

obtained.

development process. The usefulness of the proposed
model may be demonstrated by comparing different
managerial heuristics with the optimal policy for
various projects (with different risk factors, as

Proposition 7: 60/6L < 0 if a > .5, and > 0 if 1-0 >

set-up appears to be the most promising and feasible

aeabL.

approach to this testing.

Usinf the implicit function theorem, 60/6b < 0 if 1-a <

ae* . Taking a natural log transformation, the results are

manifested in the prior distributions). A simulation
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Development projects,

,

.

C

1

-

characterized by various ranges of profitability, deveL

'optimal investment policies for prototyping land sequential

lopment cost, operational feasibility and prior distri-

development under. different types of risk have been

butions on these factors will be used as cases. For '
each case, commonly used strategies and the optimal

determined. Some features of global-and myopic policies,

policy will be simulated. The actual differences will

'give an indication of the usefulness of the model. The

such as delayed investment and abandoning of profitable
projects, have been characterized. The optimal investment
policy in the presence 'of learning effects has also been
dealt with, albeit in a simple two-period setting.

optimal policy may also serve as a benchmark for

« comparing and identifying good heuristics.
The model makes some assumptions, one of which .isthat
prototypes and sequential modules are equivalent to in:

,

8.

formation structures. This is the only crucial assumption
of the paper. It is not very restrictive in principle but is .
definitely subject to the familiar problem of eliciting the

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The implementation'of the model is not as difficult as it

manager's beliefs and prior distributions.

may seem at the outset. Consider the data requirements
for,successful implementation:

.
Systems development is undoubtedly one of the key issues...

•

in the domain of information systems. Surprisingly enough,
very little attention has been given to the formal
characterization of investment strategies for systems deve-

•
:

L

Prior probabilify distributions over Cd, u and'ir.
Enumeration of prototyping alternativ6s.

V

4

lopment. The model presented in this paper is an attempt
to structure the problem in an analytical framework. It is ,
Identification of functional modules of a proposed sys- - hoped that further studies along these lines will help throw
tem.
more light on issues relevant to. this area.
Partitions of Cd and u induced by the 'modules. and

prototypes.
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12. ENDNOTES

8.
1.

2.

Software productivity is a third category, involving ex

post productivity comparisons of completed projects.
In contrast, the analysis in this paper is ex ante and
dynamic in nature.
The usage skills of the potential users increases primarily with the prototyping approach.
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Miller (1975) provides a general formulation of sequential information gathering problems, where the
value of information depends on the decisions that
can be taken in later stages.

